
User Guide



0 - Normal use position;
1 - Turn the crown anti clockwise to adjust date;
2 - Turn the crown to adjust time.
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Single Calendar Automatic Watch



When the second hand is at 12 O’clock, pull out the crown to 2 position;

Turn the crown to adjust time. To make sure the time is accurate, first turn 
the minute hand 5 minutes ahead of the real time, then turn it anti clockwise 
back to the real time;

Compare the adjusted time to the real time and wait until the second hand is 
at 12 O’clock in real time then push back the crown. Please manually adjust 
date at the end of February and other months with 30 days;

When adjust time for 24 hours, the date display will also change, which is 
why time setting is prior to date setting;

To set the right AM and PM, you can move the hour hand over 12 O’clock and 
see if the date display changes. If date doesn’t change, means that is 12AM, 
otherwise it is 12PM.
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Time Setting:



Pull out the crown to 1 position, turn the crown anti clockwise to adjust date;

Push the crown back to 0 position;

Please do not adjust date display during 9pm-5am because they cannot 
automatically change the next day; if you need to reset, please change the 
time to other time period first, then set the date display and change back to 
the right time;

Please manually adjust date at the end of February and other months with 30 
days;

The date display can be shown differently according to different movement, 
but the setting method is the same. 
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Date Setting:



Manual winding (Rotate the crown clockwise at normal position)
Fully wound up by turning the crown minimum 55 times. It will start to 
move naturally after shaking slightly.

To wind up with winding machine.
Full wind up conditions (Reference information)
• Rotary speed : 30 rpm
• Operating time : 60 minutes
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To wind up the main spring:


